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An illustrative guide to the retirement,
replacement or removal of a trustee
A trust is required to have at least one trustee responsible for holding the trust’s
property for the benefit of its beneficiaries.
This could include investments and insurance policies written into the trust, as well as its finances and assets,
which must be managed by the trustees.
However, what happens if a trustee that is responsible for the trust’s property wishes
to retire, becomes incapacitated or dies unexpectedly? Or what would
happen if a dispute arises?
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To help make sense of each of these scenarios we have
prepared a series of helpful flowcharts that outline the steps that
trusts can take.

The retirement of a trustee
Has the trust got existing clauses or provisions within its deed that govern the retirement process?
YES

NO

Ensure the retirement follows these provisions.

Do you intend to replace the trustee?
NO

YES

Does someone have the given power to appoint
new trustees?
YES

Are they willing and
able to choose a
replacement?

NO

Are at least two trustees remaining after the retirement
and do they consent?

NO

NO

YES

The remaining trustees
may appoint a replacement
as long as no more than
four trustees remain.

YES

Then they should select a suitable replacement.

The retirement can usually go ahead.

The death of a trustee
Is there a surviving trustee(s)?
YES

NO

Do you intend to replace the deceased trustee?

Does someone have the given power to appoint
new trustees?

NO

YES

YES

The trust should continue
with surviving trustees
(ensure more than one
trustee is appointed at
all times).

Does someone have
the given power to
appoint new trustees?

Are they willing and
able to choose a
replacement?

NO

The remaining trustees
may appoint a
replacement as long
as no more than four
trustees remain.
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NO

YES

Are they willing and
able to choose a
replacement?

YES

YES

Then they should
select a suitable
replacement.

NO

NO

The remaining
trustees or a personal
representative,
where no surviving
trustee remains, may
appoint a replacement
as long as no more
than four trustees
remain.

Removing a trustee
Does someone have the given power to remove a trustee(s)?
YES

NO

They should use this power to remove
the trustee(s).

Are you removing the trustee because they are unfit to
act, incapable of acting, refusing to act or been out of the
UK for more than a year?
NO

YES
NO

Are there any other trustees?

Are all beneficiaries of full age, entitled to the trust fund
and have sufficient capacity?
YES

YES

Do they a beneficial interest in the trust?

Does the person
being removed have
a beneficial interest in
the trust?

YES

NO

Remaining trustees find
a replacement under s36
of the Trustee Act 1925
if Court of Protection’s
consent is acquired.

Remaining trustees
find a replacement
under s36 of the Trustee
Act 1925 without Court
of Protection’s consent.

NO

YES

A court application
is required.

NO

An appropriate person may appoint
a replacement.

Here to Help
Retiring, replacing or removing a trustee can be a stressful and potentially emotional experienced, especially
if it relates to a loss of capacity or death.
The rules surrounding trusts can be complex and you must comply with the legislation when administering
a trust.
We have worked with hundreds of trusts of various types to help them manage their governance, including
assisting with disputes and the replacement of existing members of a trust.
Find out how our team of experienced professionals can help you.
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